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Secretary of the Board. Member, committee on instruction. Fought alongside T4PE admin to stop HB547, UIL homeschool bill. Voted against ALL seven charters proposed by Commissioner in 2021: SH James,
Thrive, Essence, Heritage, Justice Hub, Red Brick Academy, and Rocketship. Public comments regarding Rocketship: memers testifying in support were not parents. Docs shared to SBOE from Rocketship Corporate
Board show they were not honest and transparent and that the CMO would be in charge. "When people show you who they are, believe them the first time. This is the 4th time."Voted against approval of Charter
lawyer Derek Eugene to be on the School Land Board. Put out a public statement offering to cover any fines for any school districts that defied the Governor's mask order.
Member, committee on school initiatives. Voted against SH James Charter. Voted against Essence Charter. Voted against Heritage Charter. Voted against Justice Hub charter. Voted against Red Brick Academy
Information: First elected to the board in 2012, re-elected in 2014 to a full term, and 2018. Up for re-election in 2022. Current board secretary. Businessman from Brownsville. Former board member for Brownsville ISD.-Former Region 1 board member. Serves on
charter . Voted against Rocketship charter. Did support Thrive Charter (SpEd/autistic charter working in partnership with local ISD).
Committee for School Initiatives, which oversees agenda items related to charter schools, SBEC rules, and the appointment of school board members for districts located on military bases. He also served on the board's Ad Hoc Committee on the Long-Range Plan for Public
Education.
-No large personal donations from PACs (checked personal financial statement- just contributions from individuals)
-Supported court decision that found school funding unconstitutional
Board/Voting Record: Very involved with Mexican American textbook controversy (was against state's recommended book). Voted against Great Hearts Charter in 2013. Wrote an anti-voucher resolution in 2013. 2020 year: Self-Employed. Current SBOE member. Voted to
reject Royal Public Schools application in committee.WHAT'S BROKEN?The only thing broken about our public school system is how underfunded it is. While HB 3 helped restore much of the funding cut in 2011, it is nowhere near what schools need to provide adequate
classroom resources for students and to recruit and retain the best teachers. We need to dedicate reliable, long-term revenue sources to funding public education going forward and ensure that future legislatures cannot starve our schools. We also need to reassess the way
our students are tested and reduce the reliance on high-stakes standardized tests. PRIORITIES: Providing permanent, adequate, and reliable long-term funding for public education. Reducing high-stakes testing. Increasing teacher pay in order to recruit and retain the best
candidates to the teaching profession. FUNDING: It should increase significantly. MONEY FOR INCREASED FUNDING: This is a matter of budget prioritization. For example, Texas is spending almost $1 billion every two years to have DPS troopers write traffic tickets in the
Rio Grande Valley in the name of “border security.” This money could be better spent on giving our students the resources they need to succeed in the classroom and beyond. We can also address loopholes in taxes and fees the state is already assessing.
CHARTERS/VOUCHERS: Under no circumstance would I support a voucher of any type. STAAR/CHANGES: There are well-documented flaws with the STAAR test, including problems with the reading level of many of the questions. The recent study has only clouded the
issue. We should fully investigate whether STAAR can and should be fixed or replaced with something different, and in the meantime we should eliminate the high-stakes nature of STAAR and decouple it from the school accountability system.PROMOTION/GRADUATION: I
fully support IGCs and allowing educators and parents determine what is appropriate for each individual student. IGCs: I would support eliminating the sunset provision and making IGCs permanently available. A-F SCHOOL RATINGS: A-F unfairly labels students as failures
based upon test scores across an entire campus or district. This is harmful and unfair, not to mention inaccurate. A-F relies almost entirely on STAAR data and oversimplifies what goes into school performance.MERIT PAY: Teacher pay should never be tied to STAAR
scores. All teachers deserve to be paid a professional salary that acknowledges their training and expertise. Pay should be high enough to attract top tier candidates to the teaching profession and should increase significantly over time in order to increase retention and
encourage teaching as a lifelong career. CLASS SIZE CAPS/WAIVERS: I support class size caps and oppose any waivers from class size limits. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: It begins with better compensation, which is a matter of budget prioritization. We also
need to improve teacher healthcare by updating the funding formulas for TRS-ActiveCare and TRS-Care. We should also encourage a much more robust mentor teacher program in order to decrease early burnout. COLAs: Retired teachers should receive an annual COLA,
and doing so requires getting TRS actuarially sound. Finding a long-term fix to begin reducing the amortization period should be a top priority. TRS CARE: The funding formulas for both TRS-ActiveCare and TRS-Care are in need of updating. We should reassess the longterm funding needs for each and focus on building a long-term solution. TRS PENSION SYSTEM: TRS should remain a defined benefit plan to ensure retirees receive lifetime benefits. That is the promise we made and it is still a cost-effective plan. I oppose converting TRS to
a defined contribution plan. SUPPORTS 25x25: I will happily fight to achieve the #25x25 goal for public education in Texas!

Member, committee on school finance/PSF. Voted against Heritage Charter. Voted against Justice Hub Charter. Voted against Red Brick Academy charter. Voted FOR SH James charter. Voted FOR Essence
Charter. Voted FOR Rocketship Charter. Voted for Thrive charter (SpEd charter for autistic students working with local ISD). Voted for nomination of charter lawyer Derek Eugene to School Land Board. Comments
on Rocketshp Charter: Said it was a difficult vote for her. She has been there through all 4 attempts by this charter to be approved. She has seen improvement each time. Parent testimony swayed her. "Dont want
to take away agency from underserved families." Says for her, what is improtant is the families. "I believe in public school and public school options." "Who am I to say no to families asking for options?"
Committee co-chair on School FInance/PSF. 2021 charter votes: Voted in favor of SH James charter. Voted in favor of Thrive charter (autistic-specific charter working with ISD). Voted in favor of Essence Prep
Charter. Voted against Hertiage Prep charter. Voted against Justice Hub charter. Voted against Red Brick Academy charter. Voted in favor of Rocketship charter. Absent for vote on nomination of charter lawyer Derek
Eugene to School Land Board.
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Member, commitee on instruction. Per 2020 ATPE candidate survey, feels the most pressing issue facing public education is overemphasis on high stakes testing. Supports moving to a test such as the IOWA skills
test. Also supports using the tests as formative information and not penalizing schools, teachers, and students. Supports setting all charters up on lottery system for admission, and mandating them to take as many
special education students as public schools do. Supports more rigorous oversight by SBOE in overseeing charters. . 2021 charter votes: voted Voted against Rocketship. Voted against nomination of charter lawyer
Derek Eugene to School Land Board.

Neutral

Member, committee on school initiatives. From 2020 ATPE candidate survye, believes that most pressing issue facing public education is failing kids. Supports "benchmarking successful teachers, schools, ISDs, and
charters who are achieving success with their students, and seeing what we can learn from them to use in other classrooms. Supports educators taking critical role in SBOE, but also bringing in adminstrator, parent,
and student input. Supports expanding high school graduation endorsements, adjusting the foundation program for each and requiring more endorsement related courses in each, as well as more elective courses.
Supports a review of whether STAAR is the best way to measure 3, 5, and 8 reading performance. Supports school choice. States "there are good and bad charter schols in Texas. Not all charters are successful or
are a benefit to Texas education. The SBOE should play a critical role in applications for new charters, oversight of existing charters, and shutting down failing charters. Charter schools should be held to the same
accountability standards as all other public schools." 2021 charter votes: Voted against SH James. Voted for Thrive (autistic-specific, working with ISD). Voted for Essence Prep. Voted for Heritage. Voted for Justice
Hub (was only vote in favor). Voted against Red Brick Academy. Voted for Rocketship. Voted for nomination of charter advocate Derek Eugene to School Land Board.

SBOE
District 6 Will Hickman

Donna Bahorich

History
Information: Elected in 2016. Up for re-election in 2020. Retired teacher working on doctorate in educational Leadership. Holds certification in ELA/Reading for 8-12 and Generalist 4-8. Author of Unity Framework: Critical Literacy Lessons. Community activist for women and Latinos. Founder of El Libro, an advocacy and lobbying group.
Founder and creative director of Texas Student Civic Engagement Project. Quoted in El Paso newspaer in Aug 2017 claiming to be against the expansion of charter schools without accountablility. Crafted prclamation supporting the implementation of ethnic studies courses. Serves on the Long-Range Plan for Public Education Steering
Committee. Recognized by her peers for leadership on Path2Diploma, an initiative resulting from SB 463 (IGCs). 2016 ATPE Survey Responses: ROLE OF EDUCATORS: I believe that educators should occupy all 15 elected member seats at the SBOE. Educator groups should be represented on all review panels - from textbooks to TEKS,
etc. NUMBER OF TEKS: I believe that too many Standards are taught / tested each year. For example, 8th grade ELA teaches / tests more standards than any other year. Another example is in middle school math. Rather than developing on previously taught standards, teachers are forced to reteach previously taught standards and then
forced to teach too many, too fast, in order to prepare for tests. CHANGES TO PROCESS OF ADOPTING TEKS: Yes. We need input from students. We need lots more input from teachers who are in the classrooms implementing these standards. On too many occasions, we have witnessed educators review TEKS and point out factual
inaccuracies - only to be ignored by SBOE members, committees, etc. CHARTERS: Texas charter schools, and charter schools in general, have been a colossal failure. In addition to siphoning public funds into private schools, charter schools are not preparing kids for career or college any better than public schools. Often, the charter school
experience is worse. TEXTBOOKS: SBOE should play a leadership role in textbook development and adoption, as well as instructional materials. SBOE members should be educators. CURRICULUM CHANGES: I would like to less standardization in state curriculum. I would like to see a more holistic approach to teaching and learning. I would
like to see teachers be able to actually teach, create curriculum and lessons. I would love to see kids having fun and looking forward to going to school each morning. I would love to see teachers have the autonomy to develop the schools they know their kids need (and deserve). SBOE VETO POWER OVER SBEC: I do believe that SBOE
members (who are certified educators) should be able to review rule actions taken. 2019 Session: Serves on Committee on Instruction. Voted against Royal Charter application. During phone interview, pledged support to T4PE and wants to work with us on issues like 25x25. Very vocally anti-charter. Per phone call with candidate on 1/8/20,
candidate does not believe in voting for any charters, ever. During phone call also expressed strong support for more educator influence on SBOE. Survey responses: PRIMARY ROLE: If I am re-elected, I hope to continue on the Committee of Instruction (COI)and serving as the TXSBOE Secretary. The COI oversees curriculum and
instruction, student testing, special education programs, and alternatives to social promotion. The Texas State Board of Education (TXSBOE) website states this as our responsibilities: Sets policies and standards for Texas public schools. The primary responsibilities of the SBOE include: Setting curriculum standards, Reviewing and adopting
instructional materials, Establishing graduation requirements, Overseeing the Texas Permanent School Fund, Appointing board members to military reservation and special school districts, Providing final review of rules proposed by the State Board for Educator Certification, Reviewing the commissioner's proposed award of new charter
schools, with authority to veto a recommended applicant. However, and in addition to the statutory obligations above, TXSOE Members absolutely have the duty of advocating for public schools, classroom teachers, the teaching profession, and most importantly - access and equity for all Texas students. We have a bully pulpit and a
microphone that should be put to use for the greater good. CURRENT NUMBER OF TEKS: In some cases, Social Studies, particularly, there are as many as triple the required objectives when compared to other content tested courses and grade levels. Please see the chart, “Student Expectations as of 6 Feb 2019,” here: http://www.
ginatxsboe1.com/news2019.html REVISING TEKS: One, we should visit mathematical formulas, data, and research, which illustrates best practices as it pertains to time required to teach, learn, re-teach, review, etc.; this should be reviewed according to the amount of time teachers have to cover all of the required objectives. We should also
take into serious consideration our special populations: English Learners, Special Needs, Specific Needs, etc. Placing the same expectations as a one-sizefits-all is the equivalent of a rigged system intended to fail students and label schools as failing. Two, the TXSBOE has recently adopted the “Green Method” for teacher workgroups. I
support this new method because it encourages and includes more highly-qualified and credentialed teachers to participate in the TEKS review, revision, and/or streamlining process. Details here: https://tea.texas.gov/Academics/ Curriculum_Standards/TEKS_Texas_Essential_Knowledge_and_Skills/TEKS_Review_and_Revision.
CHARTERS: I am anti-charter. There are copious amounts of data that illustrate charters do not outperform ISD’s. I do not believe in granting a second education system every economic and political advantage while we underfund the first. I do not support any public system that provides a mechanism to exclude the public voice, the public’s
oversight, and the entity’s public accountability while simultaneously hijacking taxpayer dollars. TEXTBOOKS: Because the TXSBOE is responsible for authoring the TEKS, we do and should play a role in the approval of textbooks and instructional materials. It’s beneficial to publisher’s understanding of the intent when developing content. That
being said, ISD’s also have control over which products they purchase. Senate Bill 6 provides ISD’s the ability to determine their community’s needs and select the best materials to meet those needs. CURRENT CURRICULUM: The curriculum options may provide a more well-rounded education; however, the graduation requirements would
better serve our students with courses such as Civic Engagement, Ethnic Studies, Speech and Debate, and Personal Financial Literacy. While I do not support adding to the graduation requirements, I work to include these courses and others as substitutions for existing requirements. ROLE OF EDUCATORS: Teachers and Public Education
Advocacy Groups should play a hand-on role in each of the statutory obligations of the TXSBOE. Additionally, the TXSBOE should play more of a checks-and-balances role for the Texas Education Agency (TEA). Teachers and Public Education Advocacy Groups should be included in this work as well. TESTING:Standardized tests that are
evaluated by a third-party and receive above minimal acceptance scores should be used as diagnostics at the beginning of the school year. Our STAAR/EOC assessments have not met these requirements, and they are administered at the end of the school year. Not only is this measure unbalanced, but there is also little to no opportunity to
improve - resulting in retention or remediation in the next grade. Neither of which increase student performance. PRIORITIES: I will continue to work on always improving the TEKS and including more highly qualified and credentialed teachers in this process. Additionally, I will continue to focus on access and equity in our public schools. My
first term’s initiatives included Path2Diploma (http://www.ginatxsboe1.com/path2diploma.html) and Dual Language (http://www.ginatxsboe1.com/dual-language.html), both were accomplished. My second term’s initiatives include Diploma Opportunities for Texas’ Incarcerated Youth and a TXSBOE focus on Childhood Adversity. 25x25: • I
commit to this challenge and actively work in my district and on the TXSBOE to achieve #25x25. One way we can accomplish this is reducing the investment in STAAR (STAAR prep, STAAR prep materials, data micromanaging, data dissemination, data shaming, test day shutdowns, and substitutes - far too much money, time, and stress are
part and parcel to the drill-and-kill, test-to-death current processes) and investing these dollars into teachers, classrooms, and students. A system that focuses on student outcomes with an unequal focus on access and equity (adult inputs) is not a plan to succeed but rather a destructive path to economic instability. Personal initiatives as
member of SBOE: El Paso Back2School drive, helping to build libraries especially in rural communities, Cotton Valley scholarship, Difference Maker student leadership awards, expanding the Dual Language Program, Every Student Every Day (Each year, during the month of May, I invite community leaders to join me as I visit public schools to
pay down student debt in cafeterias, libraries, and textbook rooms. The purpose of the initiative is to ensure that students in need do not face any negative consequences due to the inability to pay), GSA student food and toiletry pantries in high schools across the SBOE 1 area; expanding the IB program; IGCs; Texas Student Civic
Engagement; SBOE 1 mentorship program. Holds a monthly breakfast with area School Board Trustees. Served on Long Range Plan committee. Helped to create African American studies class. Pushing for more thorough health TEKS. Made the following recommendations for the Generation 26 charter application, beginning in 2021: In
June 2019, our office made several recommendations to the Charter Application. Data - In the past, charter applicants were able to use their own accountability ratings rather than the state's TAPR or A-F Accountability Scores. Now, charter applicants must use only TEA published data. Timeline - Application interviews will occur during the
week of July 27th 2020; Commissioner Approval will occur in August 2020; TXSBOE Veto Public Hearing will be in Spetember 2020. This schedule provides advance notice to the public and ISD leadership to make arrangments to attend the TXSBOE Public Hearings. Application Notice - Superintendent and Board of Trustees President and
TXSBOE will receive a signature required certified letter of notice. Community Meeting Notice - TXSBOE will recieve , Legislatute, Superintendent Notice of Agency Website - Applicant notice of Community Public Meeting will be placed on TEA's website https://tea.texas.gov/texas-schools/texas-schools-charter-schools/charter-schoolapplicants-notice-community-meetings. Charter Location - Applicants are not required to list an address, zip code, or ISD boundaries from which they will pull students. Keeps her constituents thoroughly informed through her website, which features a News section, a blog, a list of her personal initiatives, and more. Her website is here: http:
//www.ginatxsboe1.com/

Information: CPS officer. Worked for San Antonio ISD as governmental relations. Vice-chair of SBOE Committee on School Initiatives(SBEC review, long range plans, extracurricular, school board member training). Elected 2012. Served on Committee on Instruction 2013-2016. Currently serves as vice chair on Committee on School Initiatives. From webpage: advocates for "proper
public education, equitable textbook review processes, local control of teachers and school districts and strengthening the relationship between policymakers and school officials." Voting record: Supported SBOE's anti-voucher resolution. 2018 ATPE Survey Responses: PRIMARY ROLE: If re-elected to the State Board of Education, I will continue to prioritize, as my primary role and
responsibility, 1) the nomination of practicing educators from across District 3 to serve on TEKS review and textbook review committees; 2) make informed and responsible investment decisions pertaining to the Permanent School Fund that will yield the best results for return on investment back into our schools; and 3) keep all necessary stakeholders informed of issues pertinent to their roles
in the education sphere to ensure that the most beneficial decisions are being made to support the success of our scholars in the classroom. ROLE OF EDUCATORS ON SBOE: Educators/Educator groups are vital and necessary partners not only in the final policy decisions being made by the SBOE, but are also significant contributors for proving guidance toward future
issues/challenges/decisions that need to be taken up, which are not always clear to those who do not work in the field. As individuals who are fully committed to the work of education on a daily basis, educators are THE best people to engage in order for policy makers to understand the short and long-term implications that decisions have on everyday practice and thus projecting the impact
on student achievement. Educators/Educator groups must have a seat at the table and be heard and should always have their opinions/recommendations considered. Not only does this help to support our schools and scholars; when an educator's voice is heard and respected in the decision-making process, this could be a turning point in teacher retention. NUMBER OF TEKS:
Unfortunately, the breadth of our Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills, in many cases, far outweighs the depth. Time and again, I have engaged in conversations with practitioners who are passionate about the content they teach, but disheartened with the amount of time they have to cover the subject matter. The "180 instructional days" that are so often spoken about are not truly reflective
of what is happening in our schools. Our scholars are pulled from instructional time, throughout the year, for a variety of reasons, which further exasperates the issue of "mile wide and inch deep" standards. Now, not only are we looking at too many standards in a short amount of time, we are also facing interruptions within that insufficient time. CHANGES TO CURRICULUM: I believe that
recent graduation requirement changes (HB5) have certainly opened the door for not only more well-rounded scholars, but also more opportunity for our scholars to explore future careers that they may not have otherwise been exposed to. That said, this change only benefited our high school scholars. While I believe that all of us who work in education intend to foster well-rounded scholars, I
feel as though our curriculum standards are so expansive that they pose a serious challenge for so many of our committed educators to wholly provide a meaningful experience in the content. Thoughtful streamlining of our curriculum standards is absolutely necessary. Since serving on the board, we have started this process by prioritizing core content areas, beginning with Science, with a
plan to work our way to additional TEKS assigned content. I believe that as long as the SBOE continues this process with educator feedback, we are on the right track. CHANGES TO ADOPTION OF TEKS: There is always room for improvement and as a committed life long learner, I recognize, after having gone through a few TEKS review cycles, that there are certainly some things that we
must change. The first would be maintaining fidelity to the transparency in our process: we must do better to communicate to the community when our committees are meeting and who is serving on our committees. Although the review committee capacity is limited, that does not mean that committee members should work in silos. Other individuals should have access to our committee
members as they work through the review process to provide as much feedback as possible on what is relevant, necessary and applicable. The board should also be given more than two to three days to make decisions based on final public comments and review committee recommendations. There have been times when the board receives stacks of recommendations for changes just a few
days before a final decision is to be made. This is not a sufficient amount of time for board members to go through recommendations and make a truly informed decision, in cases where there are stacks and stacks of submissions to read. CHARTERS: Overall, the performance of charter schools is unimpressive. There remain early generation charter schools that serve a particular niche,
however throughout the generations, the need to innovate and expand has resulted in redundancy and saturation in some parts of our state. I believe that Texas currently has a multitude of choice in our traditional school districts and current charter schools. It would be my desire to see a halt to the expansion of additional charter schools, until a proper assessment can be made to determine
the efficacy on student achievement that current charters have and begin the process of closing down those institutions that are not turning out results before adding new ones. We cannot continue to add schools and add schools for the sake of "choice," without responsible insight to the current environment. Texas scholars deserve to have their schools assessed and be held accountable.
TEXTBOOKS: Just as the SBOE seeks out stakeholders to serve on review committees for the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills, the SBOE must do the same for the review and adoption of all instructional materials. It is the responsibility of each member to identify and recruit individuals who bring to the conversation expertise in the subject matter, an understanding of pedagogy and
classroom application. The SBOE must also listen and consider the recommendations made through public comment and weigh the most appropriate feedback given to determine whether an instructional material is appropriate and classroom ready. SBEC VETOES: Absolutely! SBEC is an appointed board and therefore is answerable to the Commissioner of Education. As an elected body,
the SBOE has a responsibility and is accountable to our constituents. SBOE members serve to speak for the public and share concerns or questions that arise with certification issues. Therefore, the authority to review and veto rule actions should remain intact. 2019-2020: Voted against Royal Charter application. Serves on Committee on School Initiatives. Survey responses: PRIMARY
ROLE: If re-elected to the Texas State Board of Education, as I have made it my priority over the last 7 years, I will continue to ensure that as we (the Board) review our TEKS and instructional materials for K-12 public education, our current Texas educators and administrators have a seat at the decisionmaking table, along with experts in the subject matter that is being reviewed. Likewise, as
we make decisions on board member training, support and/or make recommendations associated with the State Board for Educator Certification, and the many other important topics we cover I will communicate with stakeholders so that the policy being created is best informed by those individuals and communities who are directly impacted, ALWAYS keeping in mind that the educational
success of the 5.4 million children in Texas must be at the center of my “why.” CURRENT # OF TEKS: I believe that our current curriculum standards cover an incredible amount of information, that though important to the development of our students, can be reviewed for clarity, brevity and outcomes. During my tenure on the Board, the SBOE has started the process of streamlining our core
content areas for this exact reason. It has been a long process thus far, but the work is necessary and should absolutely continue, so that we may give our educators in the classroom the time necessary to engage in learning with our students on a deeper and more informative level. ADOPTING/REVISING TEKS: Absolutely. I am aware of the timeline challenges and constraints that the
Board has to align to instructional materials adoptions and the biennial allotments provided to districts by the Legislature; however anytime we can more transparently work through reviews the better. It would serve the process well to digitize recommendations well before the board meeting so that stakeholders who are not formally a part of the review process have the opportunity to review
the recommendations with more time to provide questions or additionally recommendations on what is being recommended by the review committees. Perhaps working toward video and audiorecording all review committee meetings and making them public would further support transparency. CHARTERS: I have always taken a balanced approach when it comes to the State Board of
Education’s role in charter schools. By law, charter schools are public schools, and though I have concerns regarding the practices of some of the charters that exist in Texas (i.e. Texas Education Code policies that allow charters to dismiss or deny a student that has had disciplinary issues (a legislative fix is needed)), I also recognize that there are some successful charters. The same can
be said for traditional public school districts. Under the veto power that the SBOE has, I always look to see whether the charter has done their due diligence in getting to know and understand the community they hope to serve, that they have strong and proven curriculum proposal, that they value family and community engagement, and are proposing an innovative approach to education that
has not been seen in the community they propose to serve.
TEXTBOOKS: I believe that the State Board of Education plays a critical role in approving textbooks and instructional materials for the State of Texas. As a result of SB6 in the 82nd Legislative Session, districts have the flexibility in decision-making when it comes to the purchase of instructional materials; which I believe is great for local control and for districts that have the capacity to
internally make those decisions. However, for smaller school districts with limited staff, a reliance on the SBOE instructional materials review process results in an important and necessary resource in the creation of a list of formally vetted (TEKS alignment) options for instructional materials.
CURRENT CURRICULUM: Again, I believe that our TEKS are currently heavy in both content standards and process standards not allowing for the depth that our students could benefit from in core content areas. Additionally, as a result of our graduation pathways and endorsements, some of our students may be time-restricted in taking very important and enriching elective options or
participating in extra-curricular activities. A review of better alignment and/or overlapping student expectations across different content areas might be away for the board to alleviate some time-restrictions for student pathways. ROLE OF EDUCATORS: Educators and educator groups should always have a seat at the decision making table when it comes to the policy decisions of the SBOE.
The majority of the Board’s work directly impacts the work they are expected to execute in their daily responsibilities. Their voices are critical as they are able to provide perspective regarding practical application of policy. TESTING/PROMOTION: I believe that formative testing to assess progress is critical to the growth and development of our students. This provides a way for educators to
understand where learning gaps exist for students and can then inform necessary interventions to address growth. That said, high stakes summative testing provides unnecessary stress on both educators and students which moves our education system away from the work of true teaching and learning! PRIORITIES: a. Ensure that I continue to remain communicative with the districts that I
represent and consistently offer opportunities for educators and practitioners to engage in decision-making. b. Highlight the priorities of the stakeholders in my community and address them with the Board and/or Commissioner of Education when necessary c. Engage in local education efforts in District 3, ensuring that I remain abreast of trends, perceptions and challenges in public education.
25x25: Without a doubt. Offering opportunity, equity and access is critical to that mission and that is what I have worked toward and will continue to do should I be elected.

Information: 3rd- generation educator. Former HISD administrator. Mother is Representative Alma Allen of District 131. Elected to the State Board of Education in 2004 and re-elected in 2006, 2010, 2012 and 2014. He serves as a member of the board's Committee on
School Finance/Permanent School Fund, the committee which oversees the Permanent School Fund, the nation's largest education endowment. The committee also oversees policies for some funding and auditing functions. He previously served two terms as vice chair of
this committee. Allen previously served on the Committee on Planning and Committee on Instruction. Allen also served a term as vice chair of the 15-member board. He thinks lawmakers may need to reassess a provision that forbids keeping the same principal on a campus
rated academically unacceptable for two consecutive years. Such schools must be addressed, he said, but officials should be able to look at why a school got a low rating before disposing of the principal. Voting Record: Voted against Great Hearts Charter in 2013.
Educator. Current SBOE member. HISD administrator and son of current House member Alma Allen. Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? Adequate and equal funding, as well as teacher pay to recruit for high need campuses. PRIORITIES: Funding, stopping the HISD
takeover, and affordable healthcare. FUNDING: increase. FINDING THE MONEY: We desperately need to do two things: first, we need to make the current funding more productive by reducing any redundant reporting, testing, or administrative burdens placed on school
districts and individual schools. This will allow our teachers and administrators to do the job they were hired to do and are passionate about, not spend their time jumping through hoops. Second, with the Texas population expected to double in the next 30 years, we need to
find new sustainable long-term funding streams to account for those population increases and inflation. Many funding streams have been proposed in the past such as using the Rainy Day fund, increasing property tax, or increasing the portion from oil and gas severance tax
and motor fuels taxes. While any of these would potentially get more money, we need to be careful that any structure put in place is not regressive or burdensome for our hard working families. PRIVATES/CHARTERS: None. STAAR IN CURRENT FORM: No. While
assessment is very important, it should not be punitive. Teachers should have the assessment and results at the front end of the school year, so it becomes a diagnostic tool. PROMOTION/ADVANCEMENT: I support IGCs. IGCs/SUNSET DATE: I believe they work and that
we should end the sunset date. A-F CAMPUS ACCOUNTABILITY: The A-F tool is an oversimplification of the things that make a campus and the students successful. Measuring student growth and across the board access to quality Pre-K programs would do more than an
A-F system that relies heavily on test scores. MERIT PAY: I do not agree with merit pay tied to test scores/student performance. I do agree with providing extra pay to teachers that go to struggling campuses. If we tie money to test scores we discourage that from happening.
CLASS SIZE CAPS/WAIVERS: I support class size camps. The current system of waivers is not strict enough. I understand waivers for an influx of students in the middle of the school year. I believe districts are currently being granted unnecessary waivers.
ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Increase pay, provide classroom resources in order to eliminate out of pocket expenses, make tests diagnostic instead of punitive, and restore loan forgiveness programs. We also need to expand Medicaid in order to access more
affordable health care. COLAs: Every year. TRS CARE: The state should base the funding of TRS Care on the actual cost of healthcare, rather than teacher salaries. TRS PENSION: It should stay a defined benefit program. Despite the fact that we owe it to retirees who
worked despite being paid well below the national average, a 401k plan does not provide adequate stability to retirees, especially because 401k plans are extremely sensitive to market fluctuations and can be devastated by economic downturns. 25x25: Yes. As of 2/25,
received $5000 from Charter Schools Now PAC.
Volunteered in San Marcos Public schools; both daughters public-school graduates. Former teacher. Ran for HD 45 in 2018. Priorities: funding for education, defined benefits for retirees and an up to date curriculum. Legislature needs to access Rainy Day funds for
education. Texas should accept Medicaid funding to help support health care needs. TRS should be a defined benefit. Test scores should not be used for school accountability, teacher evaluation, or student progress. Supports holistic and portfolio work being evaluated to
measure student progress. We need to look for best practices around the world. Supports a state funded across the board pay raise for all Texas classroom teachers. Student performance should not determine teacher pay. We need to encourage teachers to work with the
high risk students, not attach penalties. Does not support vouchers, tax credits or the like. Supports payroll deduction for membership dues. ROLE: My primary role will be to research and advocate for the best, most effective curriculum, based on data, critical and scientific
research on the most effective programs, not just in the United States, but in other countries as well. My role will be to form a collaborative and productive relationship with the education community, TEA, citizens of Texas, and the legislature so that we can all achieve our
common goal of providing the best, most relevant education for our young people. I pledge to be open-minded, tolerant, respectful, and rigorous in my thinking, my research, and my efforts to find common ground and solutions to difficult problems. TEKS: The number of
standards is not the main problem, but the attempt to streamline without being certain of terminology seems to be an issue, according to Dr. J. Richard Gentry's research in "Raising Readers, Writers, and Spellers: Messing Up Literacy in Texas," addressing the question,
"Why have reading scores flatlined in Texas?" Other researchers in the field seem to agree with his assessment. The board and those working on TEKS will need to do more homework and actually research and analyze terms, rather than use handy catch phrases
indiscriminately. For example, encoding and decoding are used interchangeably in some area. Also, the board needs to see where the existing TEKS overlap with common core and not try to reinvent the wheel. At the same time, they should look at changes in the college
board exams and update materials accordingly, as they have done with great success in the Los Angeles school district, the largest in the nation, working with a similarly diverse population. CHANGES TO TEKS ADOPTION: I would recommend that we carefully examine the
qualifications and publications of subject area experts and also work on making sure that terms are used accurately, that the writing is clear and readable, and that it be geared toward the practical issues teachers face. CHARTERS: According to the studies done comparing
charter and public schools, they do not perform as well as public schools overall. While there are some excellent public charter schools, and many good private charter schools, these need to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, and new charters should not be approved
indiscriminately. TEXTBOOKS: I believe that SBOE should have oversight, as long as the board is actually qualified, well informed, and basing their assessments on the latest research and best practices. The board should not undermine the work of teachers and scholars
who are subject area experts, and they should not base their critiques on idiosyncratic personal or religious views. DO YOU FEEL CURRENT STUDENTS RECEIVE WELL-ROUNDED EDUCATION? There are a number of areas I would like to see developed, and some
areas that could be de-emphasized. I teach English and film at the college level, and when I teach various films, I often have to fill my students in on historical issues, or information about the various forms of government and social norms around the world. They often ask
why they never learned about these things in high school, and I've kept notes on some of the areas they seem to have missed. Of course, this may simply have been a lack of attention on their part. I would like to see an age-appropriate, comprehensive and up-to-date sex
education curriculum, because some parents don't seem to be comfortable discussing these issues with their children. These may be a matter of life or death, and to let embarrassment or fear dictate what we leave out of our education is not a service to society or our young
people. They are more sophisticated and mature than many parents realize, and trying to shelter them or whitewash issues is simply futile in the age of the internet. I would also like to emphasize determining facts and using a variety of fact-checking and research methods.
Students often inadvertently plagiarize material from blogs, not realizing that their teachers can use services like Turnitin to detect plagiarism, and they risk failure or expulsion if they are not aware of these standards. They want to learn more about the history of native
Americans, women's history, and history, and they would like to learn skills and tools that will be useful for them in finding satisfying and useful employment. Some teachers overcome these gaps with their own initiatives, but the curriculum needs to be made more stimulating
and relevant to real-world problems and challenges, in my view. Also, students on the spectrum or students with disabilities need to be included and mainstreamed wherever feasible, sharing in common discussions of issues that will affect the lives of young people. WHAT
WOULD YOU CHANGE? I believe that some requirements are included in the curriculum in order to look rigorous, and that they really do not address the needs of the 21st century. For example, Algebra II is very useful for students who wish to pursue certain areas of study,
but it is not as useful as a course that would include statistical and financial literacy, which address the needs of all students. Many of today's students need more work on research skills, some familiarity with coding, and a stronger education in civics, the rights and
responsibilities of citizenship, and how to conduct civil discourse and fact-checking. ROLE OF EDUCATORS IN SBOE? Educators and educator groups should be strong partners with the board, allies in finding the most challenging, effective, inspiring and useful materials
and methods, This should be a collaborative effort, where everyone is free to express opinions and offer the best research and evidence for decisions. STAAR FOR PROMOTION/GRADUATION: All of the studies of high stakes testing indicate that testing is detrimental to
education. Diagnostic and formative testing at the beginning of the year can be useful in establishing a baseline informative for teachers, but it should never be punitive. Testing should also allow students a variety of measures and ways of demonstrating competency. We
must give teachers guidelines, the latest research, and time to plan cooperatively (not competitively), allowing teachers to teach the subject, not teach to the test. A number of other states have had success with a variety of materials and methods, and the SBOE and the
educators who work to develop curriculum should collaborate to arrive at the best, most effective standards, methods, and curriculum. PRIORITIES: My main priority will be to encourage my fellow board members to address in some practical ways through education the
issues that will face Texas in the near future, such as the harmful effects of climate change, demands of a rapidly changing population and labor force, income inequality, and a growing atmosphere of intolerance for diversity of values, backgrounds, and views in our society. I
teach, and I know from experience that our students are the most generous, tolerant, and open-minded generation I have witnessed in over three decades of teaching. We need to nurture their natural curiosity and provide them with the tools to succeed and solve the many
problems that face us as a state, a nation, and a planet. I would also like to address some process issues on the board. I would like to see the board improve the procedures for hearing public comments. I have attended so many SBOE meetings where board members simply
take the opportunity to express their own views and opinions, rather than listen to the many scholars, experts, parents, students, teachers, and concerned citizens who travel many miles to have their three minutes of time to comment. Often people have to wait until late in the
evening to get a chance to speak, or they may miss that opportunity. That is wrong. I will also do my research so that I am familiar with the issues and the strongest findings and best practices in public education, so that my recommendations and decisions are based on data
and research, not on my personal feelings or possible prejudices. I will maintain an open mind and come to conclusions and often, I hope, consensus on the education that will best serve our students and our communities. 25x25: I will absolutely commit to this modest goal,
but I will also encourage all of us to shoot for a higher level of performance, along with greater commitment of resources to our most precious population and our most important product--students and their education for the future.
Current general counsel for Harris County Republican Party, longtime engineer for Shell, and member of Bellaire City Council. Advocate for school choice.Platform from campaign announcement speech: "I am running to serve as your next State Board of Education Member
for the following reasons:1. Apply over 20 years of business, finance, and investment experience to oversee the $44 billion Permanent School Fund investments and distributions for the 5.4 million students of Texas; 2. Leverage educational, public service and professional
learnings and experiences to build a consensus of parents, educators, subject matter experts, and other board members to develop and approve curriculum standards and approve instructional materials that will best prepare our children for college, career, or military upon
graduation; 3. Expanding the process to include feedback from students about creation of courses that are more relevant and meaningful to prepare for a 21st century workforce, for example, more courses such as financial literacy and cyber security; 4. Approve high quality
charter schools to allow more public school choices for parents and students." Candidate survey responses: ROLE/RESPONSIBILITY: For me, the job is to do my homework, study the agenda and related issues, seek input from teachers, parents, and students, and be
prepared to discuss and vote on the agenda items at the meeting. CURRENT NUMBER OF TEKS: If the question is about the number of TEKS requirements in a given course, I have heard that teachers struggle to make it through all of the content. So the SBOE has a job
to do in streamlining the TEKS in courses where there is too much content. If the question is about the number of courses offered or required, I am in favor of adopting more electives that better prepare today’s students to be a part of the 21st century workforce. In addition, I
am in favor of new elective cour

Neutral

Not running for re-election. Committee chair for school initiatives. Has publicly denounced charters multiple times on his social media. Named "Extra Mile" award recipient by Brazosport ISD. Fought alongside T4PE Information: First elected 2018. Up for re-election in 2022. Not an educator. Doctor from Galveston. Did serve on Friendswood ISD school board. States on his page that his time as a board member has impressed upon him the need for school choice. Tx Trib reports
admin to stop HB547, UIL homeschool bill. Voted to add language to health education on LGBTQ issues. 2021 charter votes: Voted against SH James. Voted for Thrive (autism-specific working with ISD). Voted
2/23/18 that he does support school choice or vouchers, but he argues for the same accountability if private schools accept state dollars. "it would not be fair to have no restrictions or oversight for private schools where state dollars are going," includes standardized testing
against Essence. Voted against Heritage. Voted against Justice Hub. Voted against Red Brick Academy. Voted against Rocketship.Voted against charter lawyer Derek Eugene being on School Land Board.
and other accountability. Voted to reject Royal Public Schools charter application in committee. Voted for Royal Charters in full meeting.

SBOE
District 8 Audrey Young

Friendly

Committee vice-chair on instruciton. Advocate for dyslexia and SpEd services. Testified on HB3880 (dyslexia services). 2021 charter votes: Voted against SH James. Voted for Thrive (autistic-specific, working with
ISDs). Thrive was a project Dr. Young worked carefully on bringing to the SBOE. Voted for Essence. Voted for Heritage. Voted against Justice Hub. Voted against Red Brick Academy. Voted against Rocketship.
Sponsored nomination of charter advocate Derek Eugene to serve on School Land Board. Statement from Dr. Young following nomination: "He had already been nominated and withdrawn. There had to be 12
names. Not all of them will make it."

2016 - Texas
Parent PAC,
Trent Ashby,
SBOE
Jimmie Don
District 9 Keven M. Ellis Aycock

Friendly

Board President. Member, committee on school finance/PSF. 2021 charter votes: Voted for Thrive (autism -specific, working with ISD). Voted for Rocketship. As board President, only votes when he chooses to, and
only voted in order to support two charters. Denied accusations of Member Cortez that the Governor reached out directly to members to flip votes on Rocketship Charter.

SBOE
District 7 Matt Robinson
Julie Pickren

SBOE
District
10

Tom Maynard

2012 - Texas
Homeschool
Coalition

Neutral

Committee chair on school finance/PSF. From website: Protecting the Permanent School Fund: The $25 billion Permanent School Fund is an endowment to ensure that schools have textbooks and educational
materials. We must never take unnecessary risks, yet maximize our return on investment. We must also protect the fund’s principle from those who would seek to raid it for other purposes. Local Control: Ronald
Reagan once stated, “…[E]ducation is the bulwark of freedom, but removed too far from the control of parents and local government, it can become a tool of tyranny.” Our schools need to be community schools,
responsive to local conditions and input from parents and stakeholders. Set the target; don’t micromanage the means. I have been in large urban and suburban campuses and rural schools. Top-down, biggovernment, one-size-fits-all solutions are usually not solutions at all. Parental Rights: Freda, my wife, and I have shepherded four children through Texas schools. Our schools are a tool for parents to educate their
children with the knowledge and skills to further their education in higher learning and technical schools, succeed in a competitive economy and to be effective, contributing citizens. Respecting parental prerogatives
must remain as a centerpiece of education policy. Our children belong to us. Fiscal Discipline and Transparency: As a teacher, I often made due with a little less. As a school board trustee, I often faced the prospect of
putting a five-dollar bill where a 10 or 20 dollar bill should have gone. As a member of the State Board of Education I will fight unfunded mandates. I will advocate leveraging technology and all other means to achieve
new efficiencies and funnel more funds to the classroom. Accountability: District and campus decisions are driven by funding and standardized testing—the targets the state has created. My own children's future was
advanced by their mastery of core subjects but was also shaped by their achievements in leadership development and service, fine arts, career and technical education and athletics. Preparing Students for
Tomorrows Careers: Many of the jobs that exist today didn’t exist a few years ago. We are preparing students for jobs that don’t yet exist. I support a rigorous career and technical education system that both
empowers students with foundational technical and employability skills and supports the core curriculum.2021 charter votes: Voted for SH James. Voted for Thrive (autism-specific, working with ISD). Voted for
Essence. Voted for Heritage. Voted against Justice Hub. Voted for Red Brick Academy. Voted for Rocketship. Statement during Rocketship debate: core to public education is that education is a parental
responsibility. Stated he believes the intent of Article 7 (free public schools) is for parents to be involved. Stated we owe our kids the best shot, the numbers in this area aren't good, parents want the school. Stressed
that the charter board would have autonomy, noted concern abotu control of CMO of Rocketship but said keeping the CMO in charge would be illegal. Thus, he supported Rocketship. Voted for charter lawyer Derek
Eugene to be on School Land Board.

SBOE
District
11

2014 - Texas
Patricia Hardy Parent PAC

neutral

Member, committee on school finance/PSF. Former instructional specialist/social studies coordinator in Weatherford ISD, taught social studies for 30 years in Ft. Worth. 2021 charter votes: Voted against SH James.
Voted for Thrive (autistic specific, working with ISD). Voted for Essence. Voted for Heritage. Voted against Justice Hub. Voted against Red Brick Academy. Voted for Rocketship. Voted for charter lawyer Derek
Eugene to be on School Land Board. Quote on HB3979, from the June 16 edition of the Dallas Morning News: "We've got a piece-of-junk legislation for us to work with." She told the paper she had hoped that Abbott
would veto the legislation.

SBOE
District
12

Pam Little

2018 - retiring
SBOE district 12
member
Geraldine Miller

neutral

Vice chair of the board. Member, committee on instruction. Voted for SH James. Voted for Thrive (autistic specific, working with ISD). Voted for Essence. Voted for Heritage. Voted against Justice Hub. Voted for Red
Brick Academy. Voted against Rocketship. Voted for charter lawyer Derek Eugene to be on School Land Board.

Aisha Davis

2018 - Texas
AFT, Senator
Royce West,
Dallas Morning
News

neutral

Committee vice-chair on school initiatives. Has worked very hard to bring about a course on African American studies for high school students. Voted against SH James. Voted for Thrive (autism specific, working with
ISD). Voted for Essence. Voted against Heritage. Voted against Justice Hub. Voted against Red Brick Academy. Voted against Rocketship. Voted against charter lawyer Derek Eugene for School Land Board.
Comments on Rocketship: this is her district. There are 4 schools within 5 minutes of the location. Officials lied and said all elected officials approve of their plan - the words used to describe the plan by elected
officials were "used, manipulated, and exploited." Nothing innovative - everything they want to do is already being done in FWISD. Re: approving the charter: "I don't want to be the board that caves in." Says if you
want to limit the charter to only the Stop Six area then you really don't believe in the charter. If you plan to let it open and fail, that harms the kids.

SBOE
District
13

Presumptive winner - no opponent. Apple springs ISD School Board President. Former educator. Survey responses: PRIMARY ROLE: Adopt rules and establish policies that are in the best interest of the children of Texas. CURRENT # TEKS: I feel there are too many standards. CHANGES TO TEKS:
Yes. CHARTERS: Non-profit public charter schools have their place in the system. Based on the information that has been available to the public, I understand that there is a need to provide additional regulation and accountability to determine the success of non-profit public charters in comparison to
public schools (including areas of teacher certification; state testing; and curriculum). TEXTBOOKS: The SBOE currently oversees a rigorous adoption process for instructional materials. In order to align the TEKS and materials, I believe that the SBOE should be a direct part of the process. Local school
districts ought to make the final decision as to the instructional materials and textbooks (based on a selection offered through the state and approved by the SBOE) that they adopt. CURRICULUM: More Art, resurrect Health, and add Culture and Civics Education classes as a requirement for students.
EDUCATORS ROLE: Educators and educator groups should continue to advocate, provide the data (boots on the ground, and information that is necessary for the SBOE to make informed decisions. Knowledge is power. TESTING AND PROMOTION: None. PRIORITIES: Priority 1: Become an expert on
the areas of TEC that the SBOE is responsible for and utilizing that information to make decisions in the best interest of students, teachers, and staff. Which includes writing, revising or removing policies in place that do not meet students’ needs. Priority 2: Become an expert in evaluating charter school
performance and charter school applications and utilizing that information to make decisions in the best interest of school districts and surrounding communities. This includes writing standards, revising accountability, or closing charters that are not of educational value to the students of the impacted
school district or community. Priority 3: Propose the establishment of an Ethics Committee for school board training in order to establish accountability and recourse for non-compliance. 25x25: Absolutely 100%.
Information: First elected 2016. Up for re-election 2020. Chiropractor from Lufkin. Lufkin ISD board member. Served as LISD board president. On SBOE serves on Committee on School Initiatives(SBEC review, long range plans, extracurricular, school board member training). 2016 ATPE SURVEY:
ROLE OF EDUCATORS: Educators should be very involved in the policy decisions of the SBOE, just as they must be by statute with the TEKS review committees which must include educators, parents, business and industry leaders and employers. The purpose of this is to aid the SBOE by providing
input from those that are involved daily with our children.NUMBER OF TEKS: It is my opinion that the TEKS are a mile wide and an inch deep. Teachers have so much to cover each year that their students are not able to master any of the concepts. The TEKS need to be streamlined to a depth that will
allow a majority of students to master the concepts as opposed to being just introduced to the concepts. CHANGES TO TEK ADOPTION?: Not necessary changes, but the process must be very thoughtful and intentional. For example, currently there are some who feel the new math STAAR tests are too
focused on process and not enough with just getting the right answer. When the SBOE questioned the test writers about this they pointed back to the most recent math TEKS approved in 2012 which are heavily focused on process. So an in depth, deliberate and thought out process must be undertaken
every time the standards are opened up for review. Also, just to be clear, Texans know best how to educate Texas children. The Texas educators that draft the TEKS are better suited to develop our curriculum standard than anyone from the federal government. CHARTERS: The data will show that there
are charters that have been very successful, charters that have not performed adequately and those in between. Exactly the same as the results of public schools. The original intent of charters was for a group of educators to identify a struggling subpopulation of students and develop innovative teaching
techniques and then determine if those strategies were successful or not. So if charters are providing this type of quality education within their financial means, then they should be allowed to continue. If this is not the case, let's focus our time and resources on improving our traditional public schools.
TEXTBOOKS: The role of approving textbooks and instructional materials is one of the five primary responsibilities of the SBOE. The SBOE should work with the commissioner in making recommendations to the state review panels. The commissions is charged with ensuring that at least 50% of the TEKS
and 100% of the English Language Proficiency Standards are covered and then providing a list of what texts he recommends to be adopted. This is where the boards role is critical in listening the expert testimony of any factual error as well as any public testimony and making a final decision of which
instructional materials are approved. CURRICULUM CHANGES: Yes, I do believe Texas students can achieve a well-rounded education but we should always continually work towards improvement. As I mentioned previously, the changes needed include streamlining the TEKS. Additionally, we need to
continue to decrease the emphasis on high stakes standardized testing that requires schools to focus only or core subjects. A deemphasize of high stakes testing will allow more time for music, art and theatre which is vitally important in providing a student a well-rounded education. SBEC OVERSIGHT:
Yes, an example of this was just recently when the SBEC proposed a rule that would allow a superintendent to be hired with no public educational experience. The SBOE was able to reject this proposed rule and that power should be retained. PRIMARY ROLE: The primary role and responsibility of an
SBOE member is clear: 1. Setting curriculum standards 2. Reviewing and adopting instructional materials 3. Establishing graduation requirements and 4. Overseeing the Texas Permanent School Fund. The question become by what means does one accomplish this. In my time as a Lufkin ISD board
member, I have seen the challenges our teachers, educators and administrators face. I take a thoughtful, leavel headed and studied approach to each problem and I think this will allow me to become a board members that makes a positive difference. Voted for Royal Public Schools charter application in
committee. Voted for Royal Charters in full meeting. Survey responses: PRIMARY ROLE: Primary roles include approving revisions and streamlining of the TEKS, approving instructional material, and managing the Permanent School Fund. CURRENT # OF TEKS: I ran my campaign on streamlining the
TEKS which was stressed to me by Mary Ann Whiteker in my very first meeting after I decided to run. This was also echoed by every superintendent and educator I visited with. I have consistently worked toward this goal with the full revision of the ELAR TEKS in 2017, which was performed with a
streamline in mind. We streamlined science in 2017 as well as social studies in 2018. Social Studies was the chief offender of “too many student expectations” and the streamlined TEKS that were placed into the classroom in this current school year should be a great improvement. CHANGES TO
ADOPTION OF TEKS: I believe the relatively new changes to the process are a significant improvement. This includes incorporating an “evergreen process” for the workgroups which allows more educators to participate in the process. Additionally, the survey of educators at the beginning of the process
is a key component. CHARTERS: Charters have now been in Texas for almost 25 years. To answer the question of have they been successful, it would depend on what definition of success one is using. The simplest method would be to look at the accountability ratings of these charters. Yet this would
not consider how charters have affected neighboring ISD’s. Coming from a background of a school board member and board president of Lufkin ISD, my focus had been on ISD’s. Yet as a member of the SBOE who has veto authority over any charter recommended by the Commissioner, I have spent a
significant amount of time reviewing new charter applications. It is not my belief that the legislature gave us the veto authority for us to determine if we “should have” or “should not have” charters in Texas. I believe we were given that authority for cases where the Commissioner has either overlooked a
critical component of an application or if new information came out after the time the Commissioner made his recommendation. I will continue to keep a critical eye on the financial, curriculum and board governance plan of any new charter applicant. TEXTBOOKS: Since SB6 that was passed in 2011, this
is both under state and local control. The SBOE still approves IM for the adopted list and many districts look to the SBOE to give guidence in this process. Yet, following the adoption of SB6, a district may purchase instructional material directly from a publisher as long as they attest that the material
covers at least 50% of the TEKS. This process gives districts the choice of a local decision directly with a publisher or to use the SBOE if they feel more comfortable with our review of the material. CURRENT CURRICULUM: I believe our current TEKS provide an excellent education for our students. Yet I
also believe in continuous improvement process and we continue to streamline and revise the TEKS on a regular schedule. ROLE OF EDUCATORS: Teachers and administrators provide critical input on the decisions I make on the SBOE. I have a group of superintendents in my district that I will often
email during the middle of a meeting to provide quick feedback before we come to a vote. I also work with many educator group and groups that work to improve education such as TASA, TASB, TASBO, ATPE, TCTA, TSTA (I am 1 of only 3 SBOE incumbents that have been endorsed by TSTA), Friends
of Texas Public Schools, Raise Your Hand Texas as well as many others. TESTING: I think the STAAR test gives critical information for individual students to determine if the TEKS have been mastered. Yet, the “one test on one day” is very much an issue and that is why I am also a big proponent of
Individual Graduation Committees. PRIORITIES: The SBOE has worked very hard to improve its reputation based on focusing on students needs rather than political ideologies. My priority is to have everything we do focused on improving student outcomes. 25x25: ? I literally spent hundreds and
hundreds of hours in 2018 serving on the Commission on Public School Finance that laid the groundwork for HB3 which resulted in likely the largest infusion of new funds into public education in our states history. I don’t prescribe to an arbitrary state rank in an arbitrary year, but I do commit to continue to
work with Chairman Huberty and Chairman Taylor to take the next step for improving school finance in the next legislative session.
Information: First elected to board in 2012. Up for re-election 2020. Former educator and school board trustee. Served as Executive Director of the Texas FFA Association. Has served as Chair of Committee on Instruction and is current vice chair of Committee on School Finance/Permanent School Fund. Also served on Ad Hoc Committee
on the Long-Range Plan for Public Education. Values: Protect the Permanent School fund, local control, parental rights, fiscal discipline and transparency, accountability and preparing students for tomorrow’s careers. Voting Record: voted against bringing in GH Charter Schools. Voted for Royal Charter application. Survey responses:
PRIMARY ROLE: As a member of a representative body, my first duty is to represent my constituents in the deliberations of the board. The State Board of Education has had many iterations since early days of Texas public education. After the adoption of the 1876 constitution, the SBOE was the governor, comptroller and the secretary of
state. Texas’ first elected SBOE came as a result of the 1949 Gilmer-Akin Law. Prior to that, the State Superintendent of School was elected and the board was appointed. Clearly, Texans believed that Texans should have a voice in the vital work of public education. The board is a rulemaking body. The Legislature frequently authorizes
boards, commissions and commissioners to promulgate rules in the implementation of legislation. The rules that are probably most familiar to most citizens are the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills and rules related to graduation requirements. As a representative, a board member has a duty to listen to constituents, carefully examining
solutions to address critical needs and to weigh the ramifications of proposed policies. In addition to rulemaking, the SBOE has a constitutional duty to manage assets of the Permanent School Fund in a prudent manner, protecting it from unnecessary risk, growing the corpus and making distributions that address todays needs while not
compromising tomorrow’s students—a concept known as intergenerational equity. In addition, I believe that there is a duty of advocacy. First, we frequently advocate for constituents, both individuals and school districts. I have done this directly with the commissioner and at other times assisted constituents in navigating certain agency
processes. Second, it is important to communicate and advocate SBOE priorities and processes with the Legislature and with stakeholders. Stakeholders need to understand the processes and how they can connect to and engage with them. I have found that Legislators are frequently uninformed or misinformed about the board and its work.
We have a duty to maintain a line of communication with lawmakers. This has been particularly true with issues related to the Permanent School Fund. Over the past few years, we have worked to increase awareness of the fund and the board’s stewardship of it. Unfortunately, there has been a lot of misinformation being propagated and
disseminated about the PSF. Finally, the State Board of Education exists solely for the governance and advancement of public education, and its members have a duty of advocacy for the state’s public schools. I remind people that we fought a war in 1836, in part, because of public education and the failure of the government from which we
declared independence, to adequately fund it. This was one of the grievances discussed in the Texas Declaration of Independence, a fact that the framers of the 1876 Texas Constitution repeatedly referenced in their deliberations in the fall of1875. My belief in the importance of public education is more personal. I invested 13 years as a
classroom teacher, 17 years as a statewide administrator of a career and technical student organization, as executive director of the FFA, and six years as a local school board trustee. I have navigated public education with five students, four of whom have worked in public education in some capacity and have nine grandchildren all of whom
are or will be enrolled in Texas public schools. My own story testifies to the power educators have to mold a young person’s character and change his or her life trajectory. I was one of many disadvantaged boys who landed at Cal Farley’s Boys Ranch near Amarillo. We all had a circumstance, a story and perhaps some justification for some
degree of victimhood. We also had teachers who mentored us and drove us to aspire to rise above the hand we’d been dealt in life. Such classroom heroes still work in Texas classrooms, and my daughter is one of them. CURRENT # OF TEKS: In my judgment, we are in a better place on the number of student expectations than we were
seven years ago. As a freshman SBOE member, my first motion was to amend the board’s operating rules to make 11th-hour additions to the TEKS on second reading and final adoption more difficult. This had been a recurring issue, adding to the volume of content in the standards. As chair of the board’s Committee on Instruction, I held
hearings regarding the volume of content in the TEKS in relation to the number of instructional days available. Those insightful hearings were the tip of the spear for a discussion the board would have that would lead to important process changes, including an estimation by work group members of how much instructional time was represented
in proposed TEKS and whether or not the student expectations could be taught in a 180-day school year. Streamlining of the science and social studies TEKS came as a result. ADOPTING/REVISING TEKS: First, I believe that the board has made significant progress in adopting clearly stated, measurable student expectations, which can be
taught in a 180-day school year. Some of these process changes are described in my previous response. The engagement of the Higher Education Coordinating Board has been key in seeing the standards through the lens of college of readiness. The TEKS process now uses more work group members for shorter time frames which allows for
more stakeholder participation with a less onerous time commitment. This is particularly important for educators from small rural schools who may not have the capacity to commit large swathes of time away from classrooms. In terms of process, I believe that the board will need to have a discussion at some point concerning how work group
members are appointed from applicants approved by board members. There have been highly qualified nominees, approved by board members, who would be an asset to the process, but passed over in the staff management of the work groups. Every set of TEKS has its own challenges that are somewhat unique to the academic discipline.
The current mathematic standards were adopted in 2012, the year before I came onto the board, but there are lingering questions about the role of process standards and the actual strength of standards once the process standards are stripped away. There are also questions regarding certain standards in the context of developmental
appropriateness. These are questions to be examined in the next mathematics review and revision. CHARTERS: Whether or not open enrollment public charter schools continue to be part of the public education landscape is not a question for the State Board of Education; it has been decided by the Legislature. Charter schools can be useful
in fulfilling purposes and niches which are harder for traditional I.S.D.’s to fill or which are simply outside of the mainstream public school mission. However charter schools are not a panacea for all public education challenges. Historically, many charter schools underperform in areas such as fine arts and career and technical education, and
many charter schools are ill-equipped to work effectively with special needs students or students of extreme poverty. However, because different charters are formed for different demographics, circumstances and missions, one should not attempt to paint the entire movement with a broad brushstroke. There are some charter schools which
have fulfilled their stated mission extremely well, and there have been charter schools which have underperformed and have been closed by the commissioner. TEXTBOOKS: I believe in local control. Currently, the board’s role is a support role. Local districts have the discretion of purchasing whatever instructional materials they deem
appropriate, as long as these materials meet the statutory mandate regarding TEKS coverage. The SBOE process is a process for which most school districts don’t have adequate resources to conduct, so the SBOE vetting process is a valuable resource. Materials not placed on the SBOE list may still be purchased and distributed by school
districts, but most do not because the process of scrutiny by review teams and the public usually exposes issues which create objections by local instructional materials committees. CURRENT CURRICULUM: The current graduation requirements do provide all Texas students with a foundation in core content, fine arts and opportunities for
career and technical education. The board has also worked to ensure that the graduation requirements (19 TAC Chapter 74), work for enhanced programs such as the International Baccalaureate program. I believe that we are shortchanging our students in terms of acquiring languages other than English. Waiting to teach this content in high
school makes no sense from a developmental standpoint, since the language acquisition developmental window is largely closed at that point. Therefore, students tend to take LOTE courses with a compliance mindset and walk away with very little if any fluency. Research also tells us that students taught at a young age to be bilingual easily
transition to multilingualism. Language skills will be increasingly important for young people to compete in a diverse and global economy. There is an ongoing conversation regarding financial literacy. The Legislature directed the SBOE to develop financial literacy courses, and we have. However, while there is evidence that suggests that there
is great need for this content, there is little impetus for enrollment. We should explore options that ensure that content that empowers young Texans to manage their financial wellbeing are available, accessible and perhaps part of the graduation plan. ROLE OF EDUCATORS: Educators and educator groups are important stakeholders in all
policy deliberations. Classroom teachers are the professional practitioners with the daily student contact where the rubber meet the road in classrooms across the state. Most teachers know what works and what doesn’t work in a classroom. Educator organizations have an important role engaging educators and facilitating discussions. The
board has continually worked with teacher organizations from the various subject disciplines and with administrator associations such as TASA. There are other stakeholders we engage in the process such as parents, the Higher Education Coordinating Board and other higher education parties, industry groups, especially in CTE-related issues
and a host of other interest groups who have a stake in the process. Ultimately, however, decisions the SBOE make must be student-driven decisions. I have discovered that there are groups who have agendas that are not necessarily student-oriented. TESTING: I have a somewhat unique perspective on the beginnings of standardized
assessments, since I was on a legislative staff in 1984 when the Legislature passed H.B. 72, the product of then Governor Mark White’s Select Committee on Public Education chaired by H. Ross Perot, formed on the heels of the Reagan-era report “Nation at Risk.” This was the dawn of standards-based education and standardized
assessments. The concern that put us on this path was that we were promoting and graduating students who didn’t have requisite knowledge and skills. Recently I listened to a nationally recognized media personality railing on public education, claiming that today’s high school graduates can’t read the words on their diplomas. Clearly, in
Texas, this is untrue, and we can easily and empirically disprove this false narrative. Texas has a 90% graduation rate and Texans cannot earn a diploma without demonstrating mastery on our standards-based assessment. The assessment actually supports public education advocacy. It is worth noting that a number of private schools pay to
use and administer the STAAR. I don’t have an issue with a TEKS-based standardized assessment as a backstop to Texas standards, as long as we recognize that there is a subset of the student population that doesn’t test well, and there are alternative avenues for a student to demonstrate mastery. Additionally, TEKS should not be so
onerous and voluminous that they cannot be taught for mastery before the assessment. I object to an overemphasis on the assessment that results in untested content being marginalized or valuable programs being discounted. While it is true that students will have other assessments in their futures as they go to college and pursue certain
professions, we mustn’t deaden a child’s natural curiosity and thirst for knowledge and understanding by making the test the epicenter of their education. There are lingering concerns about grade-level readability and overthought and overwrought questions that have questionable validity which should be addressed. We must also be clear as to
what we truly intend to measure and make sure that the test truly measures what should be measured. PRIORITIES: Generally, always listen and learn. Education is a complex endeavor and one can always learn and understand by listening to constituents. An SBOE member must be engaged and prepared on SBOE business, a
communicator with constituents, key stakeholders and influencers and an advocate for constituents, for public education in the public arena. Because I chair the SBOE Committee on School Finance/Permanent School Fund, many of my priorities are related to the PSF: Protect and grow the Permanent School Fund. Maximize distributions
while maintaining intergenerational equity. Complete expansion of PSF bond guarantee from its current IRS-mandated $117 billion cap. Enhance PSF transparency and controls. Continue work to improve relationships with Legislature, School Land Board and other influencers. Implement an emerging managers program which should further
diversify the PSF portfolio and improve returns. Complete implementation and full investment of the SLB/PSF Liquid Fund. Additionally, completing a robust, collaborative review of science TEKS will be in the mix for the next term, which will be a two-year term because of redistricting. 25x25: First, it’s important to understand that comparing
expenditure-per-student can be a bit perilous. Cost of operations are different between states and not all states fully fund kindergarten or pre-k at all. The state constitution calls for an efficient system of public free schools, and I fail to see how having a goal to spend more money is conducive to efficiency. However, I believe strongly in
investing in initiatives that increase student achievement and supporting classroom teachers. I am also committed to growing resources to make that happen. We have a unique opportunity to grow the Permanent School Fund at a higher rate than before. This won’t totally solve all the nagging fiscal ills, but there is no silver bullet solution. Our
approach must be multi-faceted. If we do all these things, the per-student expenditures will naturally rise, but I would not support a goal to simply spend more money.
Information: First elected to the SBOE in 2002. Up for re-election 2022. Has served on all 3 committees on SBOE, currently serves on Committee on School Finance/Permanent School Fund. Has been vice chair and chair of this committee. Former educator and social studies instructional specialist. Former Fulbright scholar. Serves on the
National Geographic Society, Texas Council for the Social Studies, and Texas Social Studies Supervisors Association. Co-director for Kids Hope mentorship program at her church. Was appointed by Tx Speaker of House to the Texas Education Economic Policy Center in 1989 and the Committee on Student Learning in 1992. Current FB
page shows affiliation with Texas Educators Vote, Friends of Texas Public Schools, Raise Your Hand Texas. Anti-voucher graphics present on the page. Voting Record: Voted against Great Hearts Charter in 2013. 2014 ATPE Survey Responses: ROLE OF EDUCATORS: Good policy evolves from conscious cooperation among Board
members, educators, and educator groups. In general, individuals have been welcomed by the SBOE; however, professional associations have not enjoyed easy access. I am proud to be a leader in developing connections between professionals in the field and policy makers in Austin. For example, I encouraged math educator associations to
frame an online process to facilitate professional involvement in developing the math TEKS. As a result, over three hundred math educators had a voice in the TEKS math adoption. NUMBER OF TEKS: Some people have criticized the TEKS as being "a mile wide and an inch deep." Having spent over three decades in the classroom, I
empathize with core subject teachers who are burdened with many TEKS. Including more professional education groups in the review of standards combined with recent changes on the SBOE reduce the likelihood that teachers will face this problem in the future. CHANGES TO TEK ADOPTION: The process for adopting and revising the
TEKS is a good one. However, one change that I recommend is training both Board and committee members before beginning the process. Training can clarify procedures and inform participants of the ripple effect changes made by one group may unexpectedly generate. An example of such unintended consequences is the burdensome list
of historical figures in the social studies TEKS, which teachers cannot adequately address in the number of days allotted for teaching them. Both committee and Board members are often guilty of overlooking the big picture. CHARTERS: While I support charter schools as another vehicle for public education, my experience in evaluating them
dispels the myth that charter schools are a panacea. In fact, they frequently fail to implement innovative solutions for educating Texas students. A close examination of our charter schools reveals some highly successful examples and others that have failed miserably. Consequently, I believe we should proceed cautiously and cap the number
of charters we grant. TEXTBOOKS: The process for approving instructional materials is excellent and has consistently benefitted school districts across Texas. Vetting and identifying worthy resources at the state level reduce the cost and time that school districts must devote to the selection of textbooks and ancillaries. This also facilitates
consistency in instruction throughout the state so that students in every region have the necessary materials to master standards. CURRICULUM CHANGES: We do not have state curriculum requirements, rather we have state standards. The curricula, which are the structures for teaching the standards, are determined by local districts. The
state standards, or TEKS, which are set by the SBOE, guide local school districts in the development of their frameworks for teaching. Following the state standards will prepare students for both college and careers. My only concern with the standards is their length, and I would like to see fewer standards after each future review. PRIMARY
ROLE: My responsibilities as a member of the SBOE are threefold. First, I listen to constituents. Second, I interact with the State Legislature to frame laws about our Texas schools. Third, I serve on a committee established by the Board. The Board is divided into three different committees: the Permanent School Fund Committee, the
Committee on Instruction, and the Committee on School Initiatives. These committees reflect the fundamental roles of the state board. I have been fortunate in my tenure on the Board to serve on all three of the committees. This experience gives me a great advantage when the Board as a whole deals with issues addressed by the different
committees. Voted against Royal Charter application.
Information: previously ran for SBOE in 2012 before winning in 2018. New member of board. Up for re-election in 2022. Co-owner of Ace Fence of DFW. Former community college instructor, and previously worked in educational publishing with Houghton Mifflin. From Miller's endorsement: Committed to protecting the permanent school
fund, the children's textbook fund, wants strong programs for children with dyslexia and supports scientific research-based reading curriculum. Also opposed to Common Core. 2018 ATPE Survey Responses: PRIMARY ROLE: Upcoming for the SBOE will the streamlining of the TEKS. Board members will need knowledge of the TEKS to
facilitate this streamlining. I have a 20 year career in educational publishing where I worked closely with the SBOE and teachers around the state in the development of new materials. I know the state's curriculum. Improving math, reading and writing literacy, stronger critical thinking and collaboration should be improved in the curriculum. Our
students should be reading on grade level by 3rd grade as from then on they will read to learn. Supporting the special needs students is an important role of the SBOE. I am endorsed by Tincy Miller, retiring SBOE member as she wanted someone to continue her legacy in the areas of Dyslexia, phonics and research based reading strategies.
Having a son who is dyslexic I understand how important this is. Overseeing the Permanent School fund which is performing at a very solid rate of around 8% return. Professional management of this fund is important for future growth. Charter Schools - as of now SBOE on has a thumbs up or thumbs down on a new charter school. I would
push for more information about curriculum and budget before making a decision to approve a new charter. ROLE OF EDUCATORS: Educators will play a critical part in the streamlining of the TEKS. The SBOE should rely on teacher input as to how best to accomplish this goal. I would always have my door open to educators about SBOE
actions. Working closely with local school districts to find ways to help them will be one of my priorities, along with Student Success. NUMBER OF TEKS: The TEKS are too broad. See above. CURRICULUM CHANGES: Yes - I am also supportive of the career and technology programs that the districts have been implementing for the past few
years. I think these courses with certificates are one of the reasons our graduation rates are up. REVISING TEKS: More teacher input - and possibly a shorter cycle in years. CHARTERS: Some charter schools perform very well and serve a student population that the ISD's can't do effectively - Like the Texas Can Academy for returning drop
outs. I do think charter schools should be held fiscally accountable. I would want to see a real purpose for a charter school like academic rigor or a language academy. Not just someone decides to open a charter school and fails miserably after a few months. TEXTBOOKS: Recent legislation has given the SBOE the authority to provide a
quality review of textbooks which I think has been needed for some time. Recently a book only had to show it had the TEK and now only 50% of the TEKS are required in the book/online edition. SBEC OVERSIGHT: No - I think SBEC can handle their own rules. Voted against Royal Charter application.
Information: New member, first elected in 2018. Up for re-election in 2022. Testified in front of SBOE on amendments to Science TEKS in April. From the Leadership ISD website (she seems to be a fellow): Aicha is a Research Assistant and Superintendency candidate with the University of North Texas. Her studies focus on innovative
educational programs for students in poverty. She formerly taught secondary STEM courses, including AP physics, mechanical engineering, and robotics, and served as an Instructional Coordinator with DeSoto ISD. She also studies Spanish language and culture abroad each year. Seems to be working on a PhD in education and from her
Facebook page appears to serve on a committee for the SBOE and spend a lot of time going to their meetings and getting to know the members of the board. Survey responses: Primary role as a state board member is to ensure students in TX public schools have increasing opportunities to imrove their outcomes. Will make student-centered
decisions based on research, educator input, and expert opinion. Will be even more active in my district, ensuring all schools have access to needed resources to support learning. Educators must have an active role when policy decisions are made, we must treat our educators as professionals and consider and value their voice. Encourage
educators to be aware of meeting agendas and topics of discussions and testify at public hearings. Also encourage educators to join committees. Number of TEKS is generally sufficient, but standards must be revised to meet demands of technology. Curriculum must advance to progress student outcomes. SBOE currently streamlines
content area to ensure that teachers have sufficient time to cover TEKS. I believe this effort should not simply reduce the number of standards, but rather ensure that content is focused on skill development and allows students the ability to pursue ranges of opportunities. Charter schools evaluation from 2014 shows charter school students
scored significantly lower in reading and math than public school students. There are successful charters, but we need to focus resources to independent school districts. SBOE should continue to provide lists of approved textbooks and give districts local control of the choice of text. Believes current curriculum prepares students for postsecondary success, but we need to include technology and college and career readiness in revised standards as we develop long-range plans. SBOE should remain the supreme decision-making body because it is elected while SBEC is appointed by the governor. Voted against Royal Charter application. Received 2019 Heroes of Children
Award from SBOE. Interview responses DMN: WHY DID YOU RUN? I am running for the State Board of Education because I seek to increase opportunities for students to improve their outcomes. If education is to be the "great equalizer," policymakers must intimately understand the needs of our public schools. I served as an educator for
over a decade, and I have fiercely advocated for students' right to learn. I began teaching in Louisiana after Hurricane Katrina to uplift children who lost everything they had. I worked with Southern University and ExxonMobil to create engineering pathways. In Texas, I have fought for students to receive increased language support, learning
opportunities, resources, and guidance. My experience as a teacher, administrator, advocate, and researcher allows me to make decisions that drastically improve education for all students in Texas public schools. WHY SHOULD VOTERS CHOOSE YOU? Voters should choose me because not only have I served as an educator, I also have
extensive experience and influence with state education policy. I previously worked with Members, testified before the Board, and led SBOE and TEA committees. I testified before the Texas House Public Education Committee on inclusion in American Principles TEKS. I attended national education policy meetings as a Texas representative
and advised education groups on policy trends and concerns. I currently research equity and best practices, write grants for school partnerships, and prepare budding teachers for the classroom. I have also worked with school districts to ensure they were current with policy information and found areas for needed advocacy. I am sincerely
dedicated to improving Texas public schools. EDUCATIONAL LEADER I ADMIRE: I sincerely admire Mavis Knight, who served on the Texas State Board of Education from 2002-2014 . She strongly fought for Texas children, especially against biased influence on curriculum. She was a model representative of District 13 and frequently
worked with school districts around Dallas and Tarrant Counties to improve learning. I have had the honor of learning from her during this race, and I am grateful for her shared wisdom. LONG-RANGE PLAN: n order to ensure plans are sustainable for the future, the SBOE must ensure innovative strategies to address learning are
incorporated. I attended several long-range meetings across Texas, and I am extremely pleased with the value given to teacher input. However, more research and innovation must be discussed as education will drastically evolve in the coming years. FUNDING CONCERNS: Lawmakers must ensure classrooms are equipped with resources
needed to emphasize curriculum. Funding should be allocated directly to districts and classrooms to support student learning. They must also find support for professional development and workforce connections. NEEDED LEGISLATION: Equitable practices to address student behavior, Funding for resources and support, Special education
regulation, Task force for addressing achievement and opportunity gaps, Review of charter school application and process. TEA: The Texas Education Agency is sincerely dedicated to increasing the number of high-performing schools in Texas. There is also a true emphasis on correcting problems with special education. However, leadership
struggles to find effective methods of improving outcomes for students in rural and urban schools. CHARTERS: I am a strong supporter of Independent School Districts. Charters hurt local school districts because of funding. I do not support the current application guidelines for opening Charter schools. Charters approved in 2018 included
schools without counselors, nurses, security, libraries, and sufficient special education personnel. Some also required criminal and behavior history checks as a condition of enrollment. A true public school must be accessible to all students, regardless of their needs. Vouchers also hurt school districts due to funding. While a voucher may allow
more choice, it would not sufficiently cover costs for students from low socioeconomic households to attend private schools. Therefore, those students would still not have an adequate choice. I am again

